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DUBAI: Thomas Edison, one of the greatest inven-
tors in history, once said, “I have not failed. I’ve just
found 10,000 ways that won’t work.” This quote
neatly underscores my opinion on the future
development of business-IT platforms based on
emerging technologies such as cloud, big data,
social business, and mobility. Mastering these
complex technologies not only takes time, but also
prolonged bouts of trial and error. 

The reason for this is that such initiatives are
rarely one-and-done efforts. For most enterprises,
the adoption of big data or cloud sourcing, for
example, represents a stream of projects that
stretches out to an uncertain future. The complexi-
ty of these projects and the fact that they will grad-
ually change the enterprise’s use of IT mean that

CIOs will be challenged as never before to manage
a continuous process of incremental development.

Many of these projects will ‘fail’ in the tradition-
al sense by running over budget, taking too long
to execute, or failing to deliver the planned and
hoped-for value. However, even when individual
projects fail, not all of the value they have accumu-
lated is lost, and nor should the enterprise aban-
don its goal of achieving excellence in leveraging
technology for competitive advantage.

With that mind, I strongly encourage CIOs and
their business partners to find a new way to evalu-
ate the success or failure of their IT projects, recog-
nizing that each initiative is not just an isolated ele-
ment but rather a link in a chain that leads toward
true enterprise competency. Here at IDC, we refer
to this approach as ‘failure management’ and firmly
believe that it will become a standard project man-
agement discipline for CIOs within the next few
years. But what does ‘failure management’ really
mean? And, more importantly, how does it work?

Businesses rushing to embrace emerging tech-
nology solutions may fail more often than not
toextract full value from individual projects, but in
the long run they will reap enormousvalue as long
as they persist and stay focused on their strategic
goals. The key to ‘failure management’ is to thinkof
failure not as an absolute end result but interms of
a range of project outcomes. Some outcomes
require that a project beterminated outright. Many
others, however, represent an opportunity to
rethink goals,restructure resources and, ultimately,
to make better future choices about how

toachieve positive returns on tech investments.

‘Failure management’
This idea sits at the heart of our recommended

approach to ‘failure management’. And for the CIO,
it means leading an evaluation process at key
stages in a project lifecycle to assess not only stan-
dard performance metrics (eg, on time, on budget)
but also measures of business value return. At these
junctures, called ‘valuecheckpoints’, it is as impor-
tant (if not more so) to determine whether the pro-
ject’s anticipated return is still in play, still a priority,
and still a realistic goal based oncurrent (and pro-
jected future) resource requirements.

When projects are failing, organizations face
three options: stay the course, kill the project, or
find a way to change the project’s trajectory. At IDC,
we call this the ‘Rule of Three’, with the first ques-
tion being: Should we continue as we have to this
point? There are a number of questions that typi-
cally get asked to determine the answer, but the
only outflow is “yes” or “no”. The next question is
derived from the first: If we can’t push ahead, can
we change course effectively? In these cases, goals
change as well, and it is my belief that if the poten-
tial to rethink a project exists, CIOs will increasingly
build ‘failure management’ disciplines into their
project planning and use them as another input to
their existing proactive change management best
practices.

Maintain, change, or abandon
If the answer to the second question is “no”,

there is only one option left: Should we abandon
course and kill the project? Of the three questions,
two - option 1 (stay the course) and option 3 (kill
the project) -are already familiar to CIOs and most
project planners. Nearly all project planning-
methodologies focus predominantly on those two
options. However, it is vital topay proper consider-
ation to all three options and the questions that
need to be answered to determine theoptimum
course of action - maintain, change, or abandon.

Developing a system to anticipate a range of
outcomes for business-IT initiatives will become a
cornerstone for the successful implementation of
complex technology projects. CIOs who hope to
maintain their relevance as IT leaders will need to
become more involved in the periodic review of
significant projects, introducing regular check-
points that provide an opportunity to assess
whether the value returned to the business is still
on track to justify current and projected resource
use. 

In five years, perhaps sooner, businesses will
routinely source technology solutions from a
variety of providers, withthe IT department
being just one spoke in a much broader wheel.
The consequence will begreater project and
architectural complexity, and a much greater
opportunity for failure. But enterprises should
seek to manage this opportunity rather than fear
it, because those that actively embrace the prin-
ciples espoused by Edison all those years ago will
ultimately see truth in the adage that success
always starts with a failure.

Managing failure to secure strategic advantage

SEOUL: Lee Chang-june can be miles away from his 12-year-old son
but still know when he plays a smartphone game. With the press of an
app he can see his son’s phone activity, disable apps or totally shut
down the smartphone. The app, “Smart Sheriff,” was funded by the
South Korean government primarily to block access to pornography
and other offensive content online. But its features go well beyond
that. Smart Sheriff and at least 14 other apps allow parents to monitor
how long their kids use their smartphones, how many times they use
apps and which websites they visit. Some send a child’s location data
to parents and issue an alert when a child searches keywords such as
“suicide,” “pregnancy” and “bully” or receives messages with those
words.

In South Korea, those apps have been downloaded at least
480,000 times. The number will likely go up. Last month, South
Korea’s Korea Communications Commission, which has sweeping
powers covering the telecommunications industry, required telecoms
companies and parents to ensure Smart Sheriff or one of the other
monitoring apps is installed when anyone aged 18 years or under
gets a new smartphone. The measure doesn’t apply to old smart-
phones but most schools sent out letters to parents encouraging
them to install the software anyway.

Many countries have safety filtering tools for the Internet but it is
rare to enforce them by law. Japan enacted a similar law in 2009 but
unlike South Korea it allows parents to opt out. South Korea’s new sys-
tem is by no means impervious. For one, it can only be fully applied to
Android phones not Apple Inc. phones. But cybersecurity experts and
Internet advocacy groups argue the monitoring infringes too far on
privacy and free speech. Some warm it will produce a generation
inured to intrusive surveillance. “It is the same as installing a surveil-
lance camera in teenagers’ smartphones,” said Kim Kha Yeun, a gener-
al counsel at Open Net Korea, a nonprofit organization that is appeal-
ing the regulator’s ordinance to South Korea’s Constitutional Court.
“We are going to raise people who are accustomed to surveillance.”

National obsession
South Korea, one of the Asia’s richest nations, is crisscrossed by

cheap fast Internet and smartphone use is ubiquitous. Many Koreans
get their first smartphone when they are young. Eight out of 10 South
Koreans aged 18 and below own a smartphone, according to govern-
ment data. Some 72 percent of elementary school students owned a
smartphone in 2013, a jump from 20 percent in 2011. How technolo-
gy is affecting the young has become a national obsession. The gov-
ernment and parent groups have pushed numerous initiatives to limit

device and Internet use as well as prevent excessive gaming. Many
parents welcome the ability to peer inside their children’s online
world.

Lee, who worked in the online game industry for nearly a decade,
said that having a control over his son’s smartphone has been positive
and increased dialogue in the family. His son plays a mobile game
about two hours on weekends. If he wants to play a mobile game out-
side those hours, he comes up to dad and talks about why he wants
to play it. 

“What is important is that parents and children talk to each other
and try to build consensus. He is only in a sixth grade but he wants to
have his privacy,” Lee said. “I told him: We are installing this and father
will know which app you use,” he said. “I see it positive in helping nur-
ture his habit of self-control.” Legal experts, however, say South
Korea’s telecoms regulator has taken the sweeping step of legalizing
the broad collection of personal, sensitive data that belongs to
teenagers without any public consultation or consideration of the
possible consequences. “South Korea underestimated the chilling
effect,” said Kang Jeong-Soo, director at Institute for the Digital
Society. 

Cyber security experts also warn that the apps could be misused
and installed on phones with the owner’s knowledge. “It could be an
official spying app,” said Ryu Jong-myeong, CEO at SoTIS, a cyber
security company. To get around the regulations, some students say
they will wait until they turn 19 to get a new phone. “I’d rather not buy
a phone,” said Paik Hyunsuk, 17. “It’s violation of students’ privacy and
oppressing freedom.” Cho Jaehyun, a senior year high school student,
had to install a parental control app when he was in middle school.
But he said he was lucky that his parents agreed to uninstall the app
when he entered high school. 

“We don’t always use the smartphone for something bad,” said
Cho, 17. “Because I could use my phone freely without control, I got
interested in developing iPhone games.”

Not all parents are on board either. Park Choel-hee, father of a 10-
year-old daughter, said South Korea resorts too much to regulation
and makes “senseless” choices about what content is offensive. “A
few officials arbitrarily determine which websites are harmful and uni-
laterally shut them off. They rob the rights of Internet users. It is no dif-
ferent from the Great Fire Wall of China.” Park, who gave his daughter
his second phone so she didn’t have to release her personal informa-
tion to mobile carriers, said he feels “uncomfortable” that his child is
growing up in a society of prying eyes. “Children will not have an abili-
ty to think for themselves,” he said. — AP
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SEOUL:  A promotional banner of mobile apps that block
harmful contents, is posted on the door at a mobile store.

SEOUL:  South Korean middle school students use their
smartphones at a bus station. — AP photos


